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EDITORIAL 
Hi folks 

What a great response to my request for articles in the last 
magazine. Thank you all very much for all your contributions. 
It obviously pays off to make an appearance at a club social 
event to make more of a direct person to person contact. I 
hope many of you will have been able to make the most of 
North West's coaching day recently. I think it is a great 
opportunity for less experienced orienteers to learn from thoses more experienced and 
hopefully all will benefit from the process. 

I hope you are all on target with your training and are ready to take on the Aussies in just a few 
weeks. Good luck to all team members in the ANZ/NZ Challenge. 

Rowena Grenfell 

COMING EVENTS 

MAY 
5 Sun WOC Squad 

Woodhill Forest Run 

5 Sun C Promotion event Temu Road. 

11 /26 Sat/Sun Auck/Ham 
ANZ Challenge & 'O' Carnival 

JUNE 
1 /3 Sun/Mon Wellington & Wairarapapa. Further details later in this issue. 

9 Sun NW OY3 Mt Auckland. Off SH16 north of Kaukapakapa. 

16 Sun SA Promotion event. Paerata Farm 

23 Sun P CDOA OY3 Redwoods, Harris Road. Signed from just north of Putaruru. 

23 Sun NW Promotion event. Otakanini Topu. Signed from Rimmer Road, off S.H. 16. 

30 Sun C Park event. Auckland Domain. 

JULY 

7 Sun NW OY4 Woodcocks. Signed from Warkworth. Turn left as you enter 
Warkworth. Drive approx 12 Km to the event. 

14 Sun SA Promotion event. Waiuku Forest Farm. 

21 Sun H CDOA OY4. 

21 Sun NW Promotion event. Long Street O. 

28 Sun C Park event. One Tree Hill. 
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START TIMES 
For all Auckland events you can start any time from 10am to 12.30pm. Central Districts club 
events vary from area to area but their OY's have start times from 11 am to 1 pm. 

DEADLINES FOR NEXT ISSUES 
Please send all contributions for the June issue to reach the editor 
(50 Konini Road, One Tree Hill) by Wednesday 29th May. 

Deadline for July issue is Wednesday 26 June 

THE CENTRAL 
SPY REPORT 

THE CENTRAL SPY REPORT 

* It has been interesting to note suggestions from both the 
committee meetings and the survey forms that members have 
requested social activities aside from orienteering at events. 
The results to date have shown that although club members 
profess to wanting social events the reality is that they don't 
attend. A year or so back, a hall and orienteering videos were 
hired and about 20 members attended and the wine flowed freely. 
Three more events have been held since last August and 
attendance has been minimal. The Spy discovered that only 4 
family groups attended the last one. Will there be another? 

* Davis Cartwright is off overseas next month on a year's 
working holiday. He hopes to see us all again next year. We 
wish him well. 

* Julia Lockhart has also advised me that she won't be renewing 
her membership as she is now in Hawkes Bay. Oh well, I guess we 
will have to treat her as a swap for Fiona Crawford (ex Hawkes 
Bay). 

* A couple of the club juniors are off down to Dunedin to 
represent their college at the National Secondary School 
Orienteering Championships. The club wishes Brett Ashmore and 
Damien Reddish and the rest of their team from Edgewater 
College the very best in their endeavours to keep their 
school's name to the fore in School Orienteering. 

* There is to be a National O Mapping Seminar held over the 
weekend of 29/30th June 1991 in Masterton. Topics proposed for 
discussion include Computer cartography, Etch & peel, Cheap 
colour maps, Fieldwork standards, Mapping equipment, Scribing, 
Printers & Platemakers, Colour proofs, Laser Copiers, Managing 
map production, Paying mappers and much much more Should be 
a very interesting weekend. All those interested in attending 
please contact Eddie Reddish (Ph 576-9147). 
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* CENTRAL'S 1991 SUMMER SERIES ATTENDANCE FIGURES 
Members may be interested to know the levels of attendance at 
the various summer events. 

Date Venue COC NWOC SAOC Public Total 
13 Nov Domain 19 11 1 10 41 
20 Nov OTH 29 21 2 44 96 
27 Nov W/Springs 21 24 1 50 96 
4 Dec Domain 18 5 - 40 63 
11 Dec OTH 33 20 3 71 127 
17 Dec Selfs Farm 21 9 1 36 67 
15 Jan W/Springs 28 19 4 83 134 
22 Jan Domain 39 27 5 127 198 
29 Jan OTH 41 26 5 138 210 
5 Feb McLeans 28 9 2 61 100 
12 Feb W/Springs 44 22 2 194 262 
19 Feb Churchill 21 11 - 67 99 
26 Feb Domain 45 26 1 166 238 
5 Mar Selfs Farm 21 15 4 89 129 
12 Mar OTH 44 21 4 224 293 
17 Mar Temu Road 50 23 5 113 191 

The Spy 

Junior Scholarship Fund 
This fund now has a capital base of $3,500 and the income from this is allocated to Central 
Club Juniors who require help with travelling to events, especially if they are out of the 
Auckland region such as School Championships, coaching clinics and also gear. It is also 
available to assist with expenses when travelling overseas. The funds are limited but 
application may be made in writing to one of the Trustees who are the Central Club President, 
Val Robinson from South Auckland or Terry Nuthall from Central Club. Recently, the following 
allocations were made: 

$100 to Darren Ashmore to allow him to attend a training camp at Flock House over Anzac 
Weekend. 

$100 to Damien Reddish to assist in travel expenses to the New Zealand Secondary School 

Champs in Dunedin. 

$100 to Brett Ashmore for the same purpose. 

The trustees wish all these budding champions every success in their endeavours. 

ANZ Challenge 
I would like to wish the organisers of the ANZ Challenge and 'O' carnival a great tournament, 
fine weather and lots of fun. I hope that everyone enjoy themselves and that the kiwis show 
the aussies that we really are the best in the South Pacific. 

Have a great run everyone. Sorry I won't be there! 

Terry Nuthall 

NORTH WEST NEWS 
Easter weekend once again saw larger numbers of North 
West members travelling away to experience new maps 
and terrain. Kawhia forest made everyone feel right at 
home, being similar to Woodhill. Well done Keith Stone. 
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Barry Hanlon, Bob Murphy, Ann Fettes, Peter Ambler, Michael Hood and Glen Middleton 
who all won their respective grades. And wasn't the marae a great place to stay? 

Fifteen club members have been selected in the recently announced NZ team to take on 
Australia in May. For Geoff Mead, Peter Ambler and Marit Moen it is their first time in the 
team. Congratulations. The complete M55 team is a North West one of John Fettes, Barry 
Hanlon, Maurice Penney and reserve Graham Peters. Also gaining selection were Stan 
Foster, Terje Moen, Bob Murphy, Carey Martin, Lorri O'Brien, Lesley Stone, Ann Fettes 
and Kirsten Ambler. Good luck to all of you. 

Marit Moen's selection is unique in that she is the first third generation orienteer to 
represent New Zealand; following in the footsteps of her father Terje and grandfather 
Sverre. Who's next? 

Well done Bryan Teahan who has won this year's Silva Award. This trophy winner is 
decided by the NZOF and given to the person who has contributed most towards 
orienteering during the past year. Bryan was nominated by the Wairarapa Club of which he 
is a life member. Congratulations from your adopted club North West. 

The results of the Course Setting competition for 1990 have been announced and our club 
should be well served in the future, with the first three places in the Junior section being 
won by Peter Ambler, Alex Hood and Kirsten Ambler. Mike Beveridge came second in the 
Senior section. Great work! 

Our girls have done it again — another decisive victory in the Auckland Secondary School 
Champs. Brenda Stone and Marit Moen combined with former club members Allysa 
Langley and Donna Cooper to bring Rangitoto College home with a winning margin of 23 
minutes. Sasha Middleton (Northcote college) and Kirsten Ambler (Orewa College) 
recorded the fastest times on their respective courses. Christer Abrahamsson and Ross 
Cooper (Rangitoto) helped bring their team into third place, while Peter Ambler ran a fast 
leg for Orewa. 

Sympathies to Peter Godfrey who was knocked off his bike while out training several 
weeks ago. Peter will be on crutches till at least the end of May and we can all appreciate 
how frustrated you must be; especially Rowena! Thank goodness the accident was not 
more serious. Also, hope you mend soon to Scott Johnsen who has a broken thumb from 
playing soccer. Why don't you take up less dangerous pursuits, like orienteering ? 

A fun evening was held at Middleton's home last month. Dave provided an entertaining 
game involving teams drawing up a course from a master map using memory and verbal 
instructions only. Team members soon worked out quick and dare I say "underhand" ways 
to win, which shows that orienteers are always looking for the easiest ways of doing 
things. And what about a map with a bigger scale for those with poor eyesight? Back to 
the drawing board Dave. Despite a 'ring-in' Mike Beverdge's best contributions, the ladies 
team again lost at Trivial Pursuit, which shows consistency if nothing else! Thanks for the 
use of your home Glen and Dave. 

A big welcome to Craig Browne of Mt Roskill and Dave Winter and Carol and Josh 
Gilbertson of Northcote. We hope to see you at lots of events during the year. 

The next club meeting will be at Stone's house, 8 Agathis Ave, Mairangi Bay on Thursday 
2nd May. It is a bit difficult to organise training runs with daylight saving gone. The club will 
have to see what ideas it can come up with for training sessions. 

Seen in the Rodney & Waitemata Times: "Lisa Mead won her Under 21A grade despite 
being 4 months pregnant!" 

North West Newshound 
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PHONE NUMBER CHANGES 

Please let Keith Stone know if your phone number was one of the many Auckland numbers 
which has recently changed (phone 478 8224). 

Please note that NWOC's equipment officer, Les paver has a new No. 443 6097. 

SOUTH AUCKLAND NEWS 

Welcome to Eva Ryyanen from Finland, an exchange 
student Irving with the Wakelins for a year. 

Congratulations to the following who did well at Easter: 
Tania (1st W21E), Jeanine (3rd W21E), Ross (1st M35A), 
Bryce (3rd M17A), Wayne (1st M45A), Phil (2nd M60A), 
Ken (3rd M60A), Patricia (1st W45A), Phyl (2nd W45A). 

Congratulations to Tania, Jeanine, Trish, Phyl, Bev L, Ross, Rob, Wayne and Phil for 
making the New Zealand team to compete against Australia. 

No results from the Auckland Secondary School Champs, but heard that Kings College 
won the boys' trophy. 

Next meeting on May 6th at Shukers place. Free transport from Papakura (ph. 298 0320) 
or Pukekohe (ph. 86911). Followed by June meeting at Robinsons. 

Val has had 480 entries to the Franklin Primary School Champs on May 8th. Ring her if 
you can assist on the day. 

See you all at the May Carnival. Don't forget to volunteer to help even when our club is 
not the organiser for the day. 

Unni Lewis 

LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Rowena 

Enclosed is a brochure for an ankle support which I believe is 
better than taping for preventing ankle sprains, or supporting 
weak ankles. They are available from David Abercrombie, a 
physio of 193 Shakespeare Road Milford ph 464 652, or from 
Ebos Group as a Hartwell product ph 795 540 and cost is 
around $60. At the moment Rob Garden, Dave Godfrey, 
Carey Martin, Dave Middleton, Brian Teahan and Paul 
Henderson can be found wearing them, so ask if you need to have a look at one. 

Thanks, Rob Garden ph 643 676. 
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Dear Rowena 

Excitement, eagerness and enthusiasm all came flooding over me once again when you 
asked me to do something special for you. But you didn't immediately tell me what I could do. 

I had similar feelings before the recent OY at Pollock. Blessed with an inability to judge 
direction or distance at my previous outings I was determined not to overrun the controls 
"Slow down and read the map", my peers told me. So I did — for a very short time. 

The first control was where it should have been but the second definitely wasn't. Seeing 
several others hunting fervently for their controls, I forgot the map and thought of the control 
description. Down through the trees and cliffs I went in a forlorn attempt to discover the 
'stream and marsh junction'. Down indeed as I tripped and fed flat on my face in the mud and 
rocks. It was a good place to leave my enthusiasm. 

Only after creating new tracks through solid bush, fighting up a major hill and going back to the 
start did I eventually find the 'junction'. 

With thick lip, lots of blood and determination not to go low again, I sprinted high across the hill 
face chasing one of your elite group and overseeing with pleasure those lost souls in the 
valley below. But of course, way down there was where I should have been. And from on-high 
all the gullies and vegetation looked the same so I had some problems finding the control. 

By back-tracking, circling and guessing I moved along the course, eagerness now well washed 
out of me. Then, a couple of successes, some 'good' contour readings and a surge of 
adrenalin at leaving another runner behind put me onto a track, past a pond and up a very 
long spur. Only when the nice people in the house offered me a cup of tea and a blanket did I 
accept that I had run the wrong spur. 

An era later and with no enthusiasm at all I competed the final controls to collapse at the 
finish. The knowledge that I performed so poorly was subsequently tempered by my mother 
seeing her son's name in the Heralds results. I will get out of B grade sometime — maybe. 

So, Rowena, you wanted me to pen my feelings but in a manner not influenced by the $10 
grant (bribe) from Maurice Penny (since sent to our Club Treasurer — thank you Maurice). 

The exhaustion is only short term, the humour of my stupid mistakes will be overtaken by 
other fun and the challenge remains. It's good sport. And in future I will slow down and read 
the map. 

Yours, N. W. Novice 

FROM THE ARCHIVES 
In May ten years ago we were competing against the aussies 
at Woodhill (relays) — a 6-5 win to Australia with two non 
selected NZ teams winning their grades: Jock Stronach, John 
Davies and Barry Shuker M35 and Jan Davies, Julia Fettes 
and Jeanine Browne W16. The individuals at Wharua won by 
Australia 9-2 with Jeanine 1st and Bryan Hall (Hamilton) in 
places which could have altered the results. 

The WOC teams for Switzerland were announced — John 
Rix, Ross Brighouse, Kevin Ireland, Colin Battley, Keith 
Hatwell and Cathy Hatwell, Anita Dowling, Robyn Moore and Wendy Barker 

The Red Kiwis 3-day at Waiterere and MSD Forest Levin attracted fields comparable with this 
years Easter 4-day Most of the M/W21 grade have 'progressed' although David Melrose, Mark 
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McKenna and Anita Dowling are still running Elite. Of interest (but not unexpected) the M43 
winner was this year's Brighouse Trophy holder, Bob Murphy. 

The Woodhill Forest Run has been going for 10 years. 

From Ken Browne 

SPOT PRIZES 
Hi Guys, 

Thanks to those of you who have contacted me with Spot Prizes. Please are there any more 
of you with things that sit in your cupboards that you have never used — e.g. towels, plates, 
sets of place mats, books, etc. 

We would really appreciate anything that you think suitable. Please ring me on (09) 424 7010. 

Gay Ambler 

WOODHILL — PLEASE NOTE 
The area of Woodhill Forest between Puketapu Road and Mission Road is OUT-OF-BOUNDS 
until after May 26. 

ATTENTION ALL YOUNG ORIENTEERS 
An Auckland youth team will be selected to compete at the Central Districts champonships in 
August and the Wellington championships in November. Members of the team will be between 
13 and 21 years old inclusive (as at 31 December 1991) There will be up to 16 in the team. 
Selection will be based on performances in OY competitions and badge events, and on club 
recommendation. 

So come on, young O'ers, and do your area proud! Note that you are not required to compete 
in any particular grades. 

Note to 'oldies': we see this as a first step in strengthening our junior base and stimulating 
competition at the regional level. As always, it costs money. If you have ideas as to how this 
should be raised let your AOA delegate know. The North Island area champs are expected to 
cost around $3500 to send a full team but it would cost another $5000 to send half that 
number to the South Island champs. 

Some ideas: 

a levy on affilliated members (12 and over) 

an extra fee on map charges 

a percentage of the take in Auckland champs and relays 

a special fund-raising event 

a garage sale 

sponsorship 

Ann Fettes 
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KIWISPORT ORIENTEERING — SUMMER 
SERIES 
During the 1990/91 Summer Series, Central Kiwisport persons maintained a high profile each 
Tuesday evening. The success is shown by the large attendance of juniors in family groups, 
school groups or in scout, cubs, guides and brownie groups, who have returned time and 
again to events. Approximately 350 plus Kiwisport Merit Awards were signed out, with 50-60 
of these qualifying for the Kiwisport Badge and then continuing on to the OK Certificates (now 
it is Leon's turn for writers cramp). 

Many thanks to Central's Kiwisport Helpers and persons on registration for raising $254.45 
towards the Junior Training fund. It was a very slow beginning but as the weather improved so 
did the sales of cold drinks. Thank you also to Tony Nicholls for his generous contributions of 
buns, savouries, etc which added another $23.50. And a BIG thank you to all the orienteers 
and the non-orienteers who supported this effort. 

KIWISPORT SPORTS 
On 25-26 Feb 1991 a Kiwisport seminar was held at the Auckland College of Education. 
Orienteering was represented by May Young and Robyn Dormer. The purpose of the seminar 
was to exchange ideas, strengthen the network of those involved in developing children's 
sports and to improve still further the quality of children's sport coaching. 

Persons present included the top children's Sports Coaches, Recreation Officers and 
Lecturing Staff — a real who's who gathering. Several classes from the neighbouring 
Intermediate School were used as teaching subjects and for practical self experience all 
persons attending the seminar were included — wheelchairs were no excuse for not joining in. 

Did you know that all you need for the first few lessons in ... 

Kiwisport Orienteering... is pencil, paper and Sellotape or sticky labels 

Kiwisport Hurdles ... is 2 x 2 litre plastic milk bottles and a one metre straight stick 

Kiwisport Javelin... is a sand filled rubber glove 

Kiwisport Discus ... is any sort of quoit 

Kiwisport Golf... is a stick with a small flag on the end. 

SIMPLE! EH? 

OY COMPETITION 

Following a request from the girls competing in the W13A grade, their performances have 
been re-assessed and it has been agreed to move them up one course to course 8. 

The majority of the girls in this grade have now been orienteering for several years and were 
seeking more of a challenge than Course 9, which is also used for W11A and M11A 

Both girls and boys will now have a different course to run on every two years. 

Up to 10 years: Course 10 

11 and 12 years: Course 9 

13 and 14 years: Course 8 
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Any children commencing orienteering at 13 or 14 years age still have two options of running 
easier courses within the OY competition, KIWISPORT on course 10 and novice short on 
couse 9. 

Keith Stone. 

WORLD VETERANS CHAMPIONSHIP 
TASMANIA JANUARY 1992 

If you are interested in going to these championships at the lowest possible price by joining a 
group where most travel together then ring me NOW. If we get at least 20 we could get the 
airlines to start talking discounts. At the moment we are looking at a maximum price of $850 — 
$600+ return to Melbourne plus $200 to Tasmania (by ferry). 

If interested phone Stan Foster 416 7106. 

TIMES SQUARE 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

FINISH 

TOTAL 

OY2 
Pollock 

DM 

5.50 
3.47 
3.51 
6.40 
3.00 
1.30 
1.18 
1.05 
2.40 

11.06 
2.40 
3.23 
1.48 

1.57 

50.43 

Easter 
First 

Short-O 

Course 3 

ER 

4.52 
2.25 
1.51 
6.18 
2.51 
6.47 
1.48 
3.59 

0.55 

31.46 

Easter 
Second 
Short-O 

Course 5 

ER 

6.41 
5.46 
-
9.84 
2.39 
2.29 
2.27 
2.11 
2.09 

0.40 

33.52 

Easter Day 2 Kawhia 

Course 5 

ER 
M45A 

4.49 
4.52 
5.19 
5.53 
6.36 
6.19 
7.07 
2.38 
4.54 
6.16 
5.10 
9.00 

2.19 

70.53 

Course 2 

AS 
W21E 

5.20 
2.07 
7.03 
3.29 
8.00 
3.54 

10.58 
3.25 
5.02 
5.40 
4.21 
7.05 
5.38 
3.21 
1.39 

77.02 

Course 6 

KS 
M50A 

6.18 
2.52 
5.21 
3.19 
2.45 
8.51 
3.07 
9.01 
4.11 
6.40 

1.39 

54.02 

Course 8 

LS 
W45A 

4.33 
3.04 
3.29 
4.12 
4.39 
7.19 
9.32 
2.30 

1.42 

40.54 

DM: Dave Middleton — "Here is my Times Square for OY2 Pollock. Hope you get many more." 

AS Alison Stone 

LS: Leslie Stone 

KS: Keith Stone 

ER: Eddie Reddish — "Here are some Times Square results for your column. Though my 
times are probably all a disgrace when compared to most of the others this will probably give 
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them all a chance to laugh at my misfortunes! I did not like Day 3 as there was too much uphill 
slogging. Enjoyed Day 4 in the Mamaku Forest — though I haven't seen what times others 
have put up as I had an early start and left immediately after finishing. I am sure that my time 
would have been fairly competitive — only lost a little time when I overshot number 7 because 
I couldn't read the mapped feature that the control was in — I'll be glad when I too can use the 
1:10,000 map in that forest. It's a bit rough when young fellows like Peter Johnson are allowed 
to use that scale and us oldies have to use the 1:15,000! 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

FINISH 

TOTAL 

Easter Day 3 Kawhia 

Course 5 

ER 
M45A 

12.21 
6.01 

14.07 
2.48 

10.46 
15.00 
10.48 

1.41 

73.33 

Course 2 

AS 
W21E 

11.56 
9.51 
3.14 
7.57 
4.36 
1.27 

28.43 
8.53 

15.50 
12.43 

2.40 

107.51 

Course 8 

LS 
W45A 

6.13 
4.38 
6.40 
8.10 
2.52 
4.01 
1.56 
3.16 
2.34 

0.44 

40.05 

Easter Day 4 Mamaku 

Course 5 

ER 
M45A 

6.08 
4.14 
8.15 
4.10 
8.11 
6.27 
7.22 
5.02 
3.38 
1.15 

0.30 

55.13 

Course 2 

AS 
W21E 

4.41 
10.25 
5.40 
8.32 
6.08 
4.16 
6.45 

10.59 
12.02 
13.20 
3.26 
1.35 

0.34 

88.25 

Course 6 

KS 
M50A 

4.34 
1.43 
5.14 
3.15 
2.36 
3.15 
4.12 
5.38 
4.45 
3.37 
3.50 
3.18 
2.11 
0.29 

44.38 

Course 8 

LS 
W45A 

8.52 
4.02 

*26.09 
5.18 
2.52 
9.44 
7.03 
3.06 

0.35 

67.41 

THE EASTER 4-DAY 
After many glorious summer weekends spent sailing we were really looking forward to 
participating in our second love at the Easter 4-day. 

For the first time ever in NZ a day of short-O was included in a multi-day event. It consisted of 
two short races with approximately two hours rest in between, and was to be run on the 
Waiuku Forest and Farms map. 

The first race was on open farm land. Personally I found it a disappointment for various 
reasons. I had expected a fast sprint race on mainly undulating terrain. Instead, when 
confronted by a steep hillside which one could only slog up, I felt that either myself or the 
course setter had got it wrong. Add to that numerous electric fences which might possibly be 
on, I ended up a physical and mental wreck. Convincing myself I needed to be fresh for the 
next three days, I chickened out of race 2. A pity really, as it turned out to be much more 
exciting in forest terrain. 

The next day we left Auckland before sun-up in order to get to Kawhia in time for Day 2. We 
breezed down in 2 1/2 hours and the only hold up was in Kawhia itself. Normally a sleepy little 
fishing village nestled on the shore of the harbour, today was also "the big fishing contest". 
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Top left: Jo Henderson, Tania Robinson 
and Kirsten Ambler talking over their 
course at Mamaku (Easter 3 day 1991). All 
girls selected as 1991 New Zealand team 
memers for Aussie-NZ Challenge. 

Top right: Is it a bird, a plane, Superman 
or Batman? No, just plain Stan Foster 
talking over the Kawhia map with Bryce 
Brighouse (Easter 3 day 1991). 

Bottom left: Val Robinson giving Kirsten 
some words of wisdom at Mamaku (Easter 
3 day 1991). 

Bottom right: Orienteers in hot pools at 
Kawhia, Easter 3 day. Markita Gelderman, 
Rob Garden, Rolf Boswell, Colin Bray and 
Moens in the background. 
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Arriving orienteers jostled cheek by jowl with hundreds of fishermen anxious to get their craft 
down the ramps and out on the water. 

We had ample time, however, to inspect the wonderful facilities at the Marae. There was a 
very large modern hall with kitchens attached — just right for eating, socialising and displaying 
results, the beautifully carved and decorated meeting house and its annexe were used for 
sleeping — very comfortable as there seemed to be unlimited mattresses available. Some 
people preferred to camp on the large reserve thinking they would get more peace and quiet. 
In fact they were kept awake the first night by a noisy party nearby. 

It was recommended we should allow at least 25 minutes to walk to the start. As it turned out I 
really enjoyed this part as over the two days I got to know a few more orienteers quite well. 

It was great to be back in the forest. I was so excited at the start I rushed off down the wrong 
track! After this inauspicious start I was soon spiking the controls and feeling good. The terrain 
was very reminiscent of Woodhill and I was beginning to feel right at home. Unfortunately, 
over-confidence got the better of me and as a consequence I spent rather a long time getting 
to No. 3. After that I had to engage all my navigational skills to salvage the remainder of the 
course. My only grumble though was the prevalence of low growing blackberry which tended 
to impede one's progress. The secret, as told to me by an elite runner, was to move fast and it 
won't cling to you! 

On the Saturday afternoon, I attended the NZOF Annual General Meeting as a curious 
observer. The meeting was remarkable for the fact that no-one seemed to want to be 
anything. Certainly no-one wanted to be the next chairman. I know orienteers are busy people, 
but I for one left the meeting feeling guilty. 

Next day the walk to the start was even longer — 45 minutes of getting-to-know-you time. I 
was determined this day was going to be one of 100% concentration with sensible and 
deliberate route choices and sound attack points. For once this stern self-lecture paid off and 
with only one minor lapse near the finish I found I had the fastest time on Course 9. 

Phew — heady stuff this winning! 

Sadly we bade farewell to this lovely spot and headed towards Tokoroa where we had a motel 
booked in readiness for Day 4. 

The Mamaku map holds quite a few terrors for some as the forest is amazingly dark and the 
terrain quite complex. My previous experience there at last year's Nationals had been 
reasonably successful so I was anxious for a repeat performance. Unfortunately, ever-caution 
combined with a 4-minute error cost me my first ever chance of winning a multi day event. 
Never mind though I thought the course setter had got it absolutely right by providing us 
'mature' ladies with a most challenging and enjoyable course. 

My thanks to all map makers and course setters par excellence, and to the hardworking clubs 
who provided us with a weekend of wonderful orienteering. 

Christine Crate — North West Club 

EASTER 1991 
Easter 1991 offered the chance for me of several firsts — the first short-O in New Zealand; the 
first 'O' visit to a new area at Kawhia; my first stay in a marae; and my return to M35A in a vain 
attempt to make the New Zealand team. All this combined with a return to the Mamaku's, the 
scene of last years Nationals. 

The short-O at Waiuku was an excellent event with good competition in most grades. Most 
people sorted themselves into appropriate grades independently, so most were competing 
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against the 'traditional' rivals, with a few new ones from other grades. Competition was close 
and one had to run fast and accurately to succeed — the secret of short-O. The morning 
course was open farm and fast, while the afternoon course was forest and more complex — a 
good combination of speed and map reading. 

From Waiuku we moved to Kawhia to the marae. This proved to be an exceptional venue — 
good meeting area, sleeping quarters, showers (once the boilers had been fired up)! In 
addition we were right on the beach — fantastic sunrises (ask Gay Ambler for the sunrise 
photo!). And all this within walking distance of the start on both days. 

The map seemed to me to be excellent. The contours to me were easy to read and reasonably 
accurate — at least I never had any problems with them. The map colours were not very 
accurate because of the growth of pampas. What was covered in shoulder high growth, but 
still reasonably runnable was mapped the same as areas that were open. The difference, of 
course, is the grazing of the different areas. This unfortunately is an impossible problem for the 
mapper — and for us runners! As trials for this year's New Zealand team the area was 
excellent — typical sand dune forest with some open sand dunes thrown in. 

At the end of the second day we were finally allowed to go through the map area to the hot 
water springs on the ocean beach. There were a large number of orienteers digging holes in 
the sand and sitting in the hot sandy pools — great for the aching muscles. 

The next morning was an early start for some. There was 2 1/2 hours travel to Mamaku so a 
7am departure was essential. Just as well some of the Hamilton people had vounteered to 
stay at Kawhia and clean up. As I left Kawhia I felt pleased with the 2 days and looking forward 
to the return in May. 

And so to Mamaku. We started at the opposite end of the map to which we started in October. 
Personally I once again failed to come to grip with the map — still using techniques 
appropriate to sand dune forest, rather than maintaining close contact. It really brought home 
to me the need to adapt one's technique to suit the different types of terrain. 

After, there was just the drive home and to reflect on the weekend. It was an excellent 
weekend — well organised events, good events and good competition. I look forward to 
virtually repeating these events in May. 

Stan Foster 

PSYCHING IN SPORT 
Notes from a talk given by Craig Lewis director of the NZ Squash Institute at Te Atatu. 

"When I think I'm through improving, I'm through" — Denis Lille. 

Most sportsmen spend 95% to 100% of their training time on the physical aspect and very little 
on the mental. 

Training for sports events involves three requirements: 

physical preparation 

skill development 

mental preparation 

Goal Setting 
Set specific goals on areas that need improving on the following aspects: physical, technical, 
tactical, mental, environmental, nutritional. 
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Low AROUSAL High 

If one competes under-aroused, 
then lower performance follows. 
If one competes over-aroused, 
then anxiety follows. 

When one is under-aroused, 
irrelevant cues are accepted. 
When one is over-aroused, 
relevant cues are ignored. 

Goals must be challenging but realistic — they must be just out of reach at the moment. 

Set short term goals aimed at improving something specific. This creates bridges to long term 

goals and makes long term goals seem more realistic. 

Feedback — provide adequate feedback by making the athletes accountable for their own 
performance by use of a diary. This helps provide self motivation. 

Goals must be accepted by the athlete. 

During competition goals that are set should be performance goals — these are related to 
oneself and should be independent of others. One should go out aiming to do specific things 
and concentrating on them. These are in contrast to outcome goals which simple concentrate 
on the result and will often lead to disappointment. 
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Set goals in training — most time is spent training so goals should be set there. Know what 
you are doing in each run — if not you shouldn't be out there! 

MENTAL PREPARATION 

Arousal 
It is important for everyone to be aware of their arousal level and to ensure that ore-race 
preparation leaves one at that point 

During competition direct attention towards the appropriate. Focus on the present, not on the 
past or the future. Humans are capable of concentrating on only seven things at a time — as 
the pressure increases the number of things we can concentrate on decreases. Hence keep 
the pressure off as much as possible during competition, while remembering the inverted U. 
Cues sometimes are needed to get the mind in focus During training one should try to develop 
ways of switching on — of focusing. Focusing must become automatic. When it is done well 
enough, as soon as one gets out of concentration, one will automatically switch back on. 

Visualisation 
An important skill is being able to visualise the skills needed — this is programming the mind 
to do what one wants it to. It is a mental rehearsal, with the same messages as during 
competition. 

The image needs to be vivid — very definite and precise. 

The image enables one to control the mind. 

Self perception 
One perceives all the things going on around one. 

There are two types of images: 

internal which is the total self perception of oneself doing the activity 

external where one sees oneself performing the activity as if in a movie 

The best image is an internal one as it brings into use all the senses that will be used in 
competition. Imaging is an important skill. 

Always go into relaxation before imaging — one needs to be in a neutral frame of mind 

Image internally — there is a greater capacity to pick up things around oneself 

Practical imagery — imagine oneself doing things 

Practice imaging in a quiet environment 

REPORT ON SOUTH ISLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS HELD IN MARCH 

Day 1 at Castle Hill 
The venue was set in magnificent scenery amongst the 
mountains and the course was set around two large gorges 
with extensive areas of granite on tussock hill country, 
a little bit like Huriwai. There was not a cloud in the 
sky, and the grandeur of the South Island and the warmth 
of the local hospitality made for a wonderful weekend. 
Due to the course setting, we had a long hike through a 
gorge to the start but I did feel that the courses did not 
make full use of the wonderful granite terrain. Several 
controls less than 50 metres apart lacked purpose or 
challenge. I think the steepness of the area made it 
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difficult for the course setters and the times on the top 
courses were certainly very long but by compromising on 
some of the shorter courses, route choices were minimal. 
Fortunately, I finished inside the estimated winning time 
and on the second day at Chaneys Forest I was around 30% 
inside the estimated winning time. 

On Day 2 we had the same wonderful weather but were in forest 
and virtually totally flat land. Times were extremely fast 
and the organisation was excellent. Whilst the map looked 
fast, virtually all of it was green with trimmings 
blackberry, interspersed with many small tracks. It was 
again a most enjoyable event with the organisation first 
class, in fact at Chaneys Forest there was a 300 metre walk 
from the finish to the parking area and by the time people 
had got back to the area the results were up on the board. 
We need more of this in the North Island. 

Two great maps on a great weekend and well worth the visit. 
Major results for North Islanders were: 

M21A 
1st Greg Barbour 2:41:07 

2nd Mark McKenna, Rotorua 2:41:25 

3rd Bill Teahan, Hamilton 2:49:54 

Course 2 
M35 

1st Geoff Mead 2:35:21 

2nd Tony Nixon, Waikato 2:46:27 

3rd Les Warren, Hamilton 2:48:39 

Course 3 
M40 
1st Bruce Henderson, Hutt Valley 2:36:05 

M50 

1st Terry Nuthall 1:24:06 

2nd Alex Cook, PAPO 1:58:14 

3rd Reece Thompson, Whangarei 2:04:30 

M55 

1st Athol Lonsdale, Taupo 1:26:11 

2nd Geoff Bendall, PAPO 1:37:41 

W50 

1st Judy Martin, North West 1:47:00 

2nd Ann McCarthy, Southland 3:22:21 
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"Situations Vacant" 

Two very important positions in Auckland Orienteering need filling as soon as possible. 

Junior Coach - ideally a person who is working with junior orienteers (11-15 years) 
and has reasonable 'O' skills (you don't need to be an expert!!) 

Typically the job involves: 

the co-ordination of 2 - 3 coaching weekends per year with parent 
assistance 

to give simple training ideas to encourage individual juniors 

to locate individual senior orienteers to pair with juniors for post event 
course analysis etc. 

to encourage social enjoyment and team involvement of junior orienteers 
within the AOA area. 

Kiwisport Liaison Person - over 80,000 primary and intermediate school children 
were introduced to orienteering through Kiwisport last year. 

With a steady level of interest and enquiry from registered Kiwisport schools 
throughout the area the need for a liaison person is URGENT. 

The task generally involves acting as a central contact point (phone) for local 
schools etc and passing requests for assistance to the appropriate club Kiwisport 
persons. 

Informal contact is also maintained with the AOA and the local Kiwisport Co
ordinators office. 

If you feel you can help please contact AOA Secretary, Barry Tuck Phone 576 7414 Home, 
262 2595 Work. 

MAPPERS! 

The long awaited National O Mapping Conference has been fixed for 
29/30 June 1991. It will probably happen at Flock House. Bulls, 
contrary to previous advice. Lots of mappers have already 
promised to come so we should see some really good arguments. 

Contact me if you are interested and you haven't already heard 
from me... 

Mark Roberts 
Clareyille School House 
RD1 Carterton 
home 0593-6498 
fax 059-88009 
messages 059-82942 
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Strong shrink 
resistant laces 

Strong eyelets and 
double padded nylon 
for extra strength. 

figure eight non-
stretch stabilising 
straps 

FRONT VIEW 

Ballistic nylon bootlet 

Nylon chloroprene 
overstraps which 
provide additional 
strength and strap 
retention. 

Chloroprene tongue (or 
comfort and positional 
stability 

REAR VIEW 

Nylon chloroprene 
overstraps 

Chloroprene insert 
allowing the bootlet 
to mould to your 
ankle and ensure a 
stable position. Also 
(or padding and heat 
retention over the 
base of your Achilles 
Tendon, a vital area 

1 This orthosis is designed to be worn 
over a sock. Position your heal in the 
locking area, lace the bootlet being 
careful that there is no more than two 
inches between the sides of the 
tongue. If more than two inches use a 
bigger size. 

2 Bring the inside (medial) strap over 
the top of the foot, then under and up 
to the inside (medial) and attach the 
pressure sensitive closure. 

3 Bring the outside (lateral) strap over 
the top of the foot, then under and up 
to the outside (lateral) and attach the 
pressure sensitive closure. 

4 Close the pressure sensitive closure 
overstraps below lacing knot. Thus 
assist in preventing the stabilising 
straps from moving. 

• Make sure your ankle is firmly in the heal lock. 

• Tension laces carefully to achieve a comfortable f i t . 

• Pull the stabiliser straps as tight as possible. Experiment 
with these straps until you achieve maximum support. 

• Walk around on the stabiliser and then adjust if necessary 
to get maximum benefit. 
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TRAINING CAMP 

HOUGHTON'S BUSH CAMP, MURIWAI 

JUNE 21, 22, 23 

On behalf of the AOA, North West is organising training using the 16-mile 

Woodhill Forest map on Saturday and the promotion event on Otakanin Topu on 

Sunday. 

We particularly want to see the not-so-experienced orienteers there but all 

grades are welcome. 

Houghton's Bush Camp is an excellent facility on the righthand side of the 

road as you approach Muriwai. Sleeping Bags are required but all meals will be 

provided by North West, from a light supper on Friday evening to lunch on 

Sunday. We ask for a small contribution of biscuits, crackers etc . 

The camp will be open from 7pm on Friday. 

Please complete the registration form and return by June 4 to: 

A.Fettes, 17 Cutler St, New Lynn (Ph.875-358) 

REGISTRATION FORM 

HOUGHTON'S BUSH CAMP, JUNE 21-23 

Cost: 2 nights accommodation and meals - Senior $30 

- Junior $25 (Under 19) 

1 night, Saturday dinner, Sunday - Senior $22 

- Junior $18 

Day training only.(Saturday) - $5 

The usual map charges will apply on Sunday. 

NAME GRADE COST__ 

NAME _GRADE COST 

NAME GRADE COST 

NAME GRADE__ COST 

NAME GRADE _COST 

TOTAL 

Make cheques payable to NWOC 
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WAIRARAPA AND WELLINGTON 
ORIENTEERING CLUBS 

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY '91 2-DAY EVENT 

TELESCOPE CREEK 1:10000, 5m contours. Pine forest, variable runnability 
and gradient, used twice - QB 1989, WOA OY 1990. 
30 minutes east of Masterton, signposted from the north 
end of Masterton. 

Monday June 3rd 1:15000, 5m contours. Douglas fir forest, excellent 
runnability but reduced visibility, moderate to steep 

KUAMAHANGA terrain, used once - QB 1990. 30 minutes east of 
Masterton, signposted from the north end of Masterton. 

Entries On the day only, from 9am on Sunday June 2nd. 

Entry Fee Senior $12 Junior $8 Family maximum $30 covers both days. 

Start times From 10am to 12.30pm on each day. A creche will be available for young children 

Start system Master maps will be used with competitors having 6 minutes prior to their start 
time to copy down their course. 

Results Placings on cumulative times over both days . Results sheets will be posted out. 

Courses Course 1 : M19, M21A, M35A E.W.T 65 mins Hard 
Course 2 : M17, M40A, M45A E.W.T 55 mins Hard 

W19,W21A,W35A 
Course 3 : M50A+ E.W.T 45 mins Hard 

W17,W40A,W45A+ 
Course 4 : M15, M21B, M35B E.W.T. 50 mins Medium 
Course 5 : M40B+ E.W.T. 40 mins Medium 

W15,W21B,W35B+ 
Course 6 : M13 E.W.T. 30 mins Easy 

W13 
Course 7 : M12 E.W.T. 20 mins Very easy 

W12 

Badge status Note that this is not a badge event. 

Further information Telephone Malcolm Ingham (04-793281). 



EASTER DAY 3 (KAWHIA) — COURSE 6 
KEITH STONE'S ROUTE (1st M50A) 
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